
Non Official Translation

Demoralization is Inevitable in the Case of Legalization of Homosexuality.

The  ANNOUNCEMENT of the RA Public Council Subcommittee of Religion on the draft

Law “On Anti-Discrimination” elaborated by the RA Human Rights Defender Institution. 

With this announcement the members of the Subcommittee of Religion expresses their deep

concern in regards to the draft law “On Anti-Discrimination” elaborated by the RA Human

Rights Defender Institution. Unfortunately, today it is undeniable, that the mentioned draft

law set basis for the legalization of amorality and perversion in the Republic of Armenia.  In

the case of its adoption, the above-stated draft law will evidently legalize the rooting of sexual

minorities and the propaganda of their life style.

We state and warn, that not only the family institute and other components of the Christian

system of  values  are  endangered,  but  also  the future  of  our  children  and our  country.  In

regards to this, the passive position of RA state officials, politicians, as well as parliamentary

powers on the processed aimed at legalization of perversion is unclear to us. It is  invidious,

that RA official representatives, when signing a number of international obligations, in fact

lured the Armenian society into a trap of propagation of homosexuality.

As a part of an advisory body adjunct to the RA President Staff, the Subcommittee of Religion

calls that during the adverse conditions of economic issues, migration, political and governing

crises, our country is facing a new threat: final demoralization, which is inevitable in case of

legalization of homosexuality.  Such an attack could be fatal for our country. Hence,  we call

for the national unification against this obligatory propaganda of amorality and perversion and

for  the unyielding  struggle for  the  future of  our  children,  our  future generations  and our

country.

RA Public Council Subcommittee of Religion.

Link: http://asekose.am/hy_AM/news/8/129841-miaserakanoutyan-orinakanacman-

depqoum-baroyazrkoume-anxousapeli-e.html
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